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Q1 (a) Explain phases of Compiler. [3] 
 (b) Explain Front End and Back End phases and their role in compilers. [2] 
    
Q2 (a) Identify Lexical errors from following C-program statements(if any): 

i) a = bc ; +- 
ii) char b = “int” 05781: 
Count number of tokens from following C- program statements 
i) voidmain(intfloat, float while) 
                   {  retun 0 intfloat;} 
ii) printf(“%d %d hello there compiler exam”, x,y, char c) ; 

[2] 

 (b) Design Finite Automata and write regular expression to construct Lexical analyser for 
different types of operators in C language. 

[3] 

    
Q3 (a) Explain LL(1) parsing algorithm. [3] 
 (b) Construct LL(1) parsing table and verify the following grammar is ambiguous or not. 

S → +ABC 
A → + / *+ 
B → + / ε 
C → * / ε 

[2] 

    
Q4 (a) Construct FA and verify following grammar is SLR(1) or not. 

S → A 
A → AB / ε 
B → aB / b 

[3] 

 (b) Explain drawback of SLR(1) parsing with an example. [2] 
    
Q5 (a) Construct operator precedence parsing table for following grammar 

S → A + S / A 
A → A * B / B 
B → B ^ C / C 
C → C @ D / D 
D → a 

[3] 

 (b) Explain conflict resolving technique of shift-reduce parsers with example. [2] 
    
Q6 (a) Explain cousins of compiler and how they are related to each other. [2] 
 (b) Why we need to compute FIRST and FOLLOW sets with appropriate examples.  [3] 
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